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Karmic Hearts is a fantasy love story between a mortal named Karmina Joan and the

Angel of Love, Cupid. The best-selling romance novel author Karmina believes that every

person has a purpose, that every soul has a destiny to fulfill, and she thought that hers was simply

sharing her stories. Her story unfolds with Cupid when he brings with him a mysterious vessel

and a message from above. It turns out that Karmina has a bigger purpose after all – a mission

that will make or break humanity. As Cupid teaches her the tricks of his trade, Karmina

unknowingly gives him something unexpected in return – something the angel of love will find

oddly familiar. This may become the one flaw in an otherwise perfect plan that destiny has in

store for them and Karmina struggles to find the answers before time runs out on true love.

This story is written by Jhing Bautista, one of the famous authors in Wattpad who

currently lives in Quezon City. She’s part Karmina and part Cupid, meaning that she’s a

romantic person but not totally hopeless. She believes that people are part of one great story and

when they move, their actions create ripples across the universe and these ripples affect all

individuals and, in turn, affect the people around them, until the remnants of their choices

boomerang back to them, creating a perfect circle we call karma. Some of her other famous

works are The Filthy Rich Bitch and Dama: The Princess Bitch. These three shows that women

aren’t damsels in distress. But Karmic Hearts shows more romance than the two and it is more

organized and maturely written.

The book’s theme is magic and fate and main theme is no other than love. Love towards

others, to friends and family and even to one’s self. It’s about having faith that love will come to

us in the right time, we just have to make an effort and look for what we call as signs. It’s about

finding if love truly conquers all or there are limits to what humans can do in the name of love. It

also taught us that life is a never ending cycle and that commitment doesn’t only require love,

but it also needs loyalty and faith. It’s throwing all our what-ifs and being contended with what

we have.



In the book, the female lead learns many things during her mission with Cupid. She

learned that life isn’t always what we perceive to see and there is more to it than what we are

seeing right now. It is also seen in the book about being sincere to one’s prayer and the

importance of having a better connection with God. There is a part where the girl saw the red

strings of both guys glowed and connect meaning the two are soul mates. Same sex relationships

in the Philippines are now somewhat accepted but we can’t deny the fact that the country was

still a religiously conservative one. There are still a lot of homophobia in this country and it’s

still viewed as taboo but this story tells us that there’s nothing wrong with it because love is love,

it knows no gender.

Jhing Bautista’s Karmic Hearts is a really a wonderful book to read. She relates her views

in love and life in the book and uses the angel of love himself in order to have a greater impact

from the audience. I really like how the characters are amazingly made and how the story

develops into an unexpected turn of events. I’m not really satisfied of the ending because I felt

there’s still a missing piece but nevertheless, it’s still great. I would highly recommend others to

read this book especially to the ones who loves reading love stories. This is not just a typical

random teen fiction because of the plot and the characters are written well and we can learn

many things about love and life and how this shapes us into a person.


